Science:

Art: Years 3—6

This term we will will look at the differences
between bulbs and seeds. We will learn how
seeds grow from a seed to a plant and discover what a plant needs to thrive.

We will Introduce the children to the work of
the Impressionists – who were they? When
were they working and which painters are
they most famous for. We will talk about the
compositions of the impressionists and what
sort of images were they often depicting. We
will trial new painting techniques and continue on to create final compositions in a impressionist style. We will evaluate the our
work and that of others, saying what works

Later we will Explore the work of John Dunlop,
identify and compare the usefulness of certain
materials when forces are applied
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Finally we will learn about the work of Charles
Macintosh, How can the properties of

Year 2 & 3
Mrs Hodges

materials can be changed

effectively and what could be done to
improve them.

English: This term we will revisit the ‘leader feeder’ handwriting style
and set clear expectations for our written work. We will work on securing basic sentence punctuation for the four main types of sentence, and learn some new sentence structures. We will start the
term with a traditional tale and a well known innovation before
writing our own. Later we will read the story of the Wizard of Oz and
compare and contrast with the film. We will practise the skill of storytelling and create story maps to help us retell tales. We will use the
stories to inspire our writing for different purposes, and will use these
texts to support out reading comprehension skills.

Maths:
This term the children will focus on three main themes. We
will start by consolidating our understanding of place value.
We will use a variety of mathematical manipulatives and
drawn visual methods of showing numbers. We will move on
to addition and subtraction work where we will learn new
methods of calculation. Later on we will cover multiplication
and division. Throughout these themes we will work to improve there fluency, problem solving and reasoning skills.

